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Abstract. Combinatorial optimization deals with algorithms for finding extrema of
functions subject to a (possibly large) number of constraints. Bayesian inference re-
quires in addition averages over such extrema. In this talk we show how simple dynamic
systems like billia,rds can be used to find solutions for such problems. The topics covered
are Iinear and quadratic programming, classification, and Bayesian mixture problems.

Introduction

Everyone who has or is studying physics remembers with somewhat mixed feel-
ings the d'Alambert principle and the Lagrange equations of motion of the first
kind. In one side, one could argue that it is exactly the cumbersome mathemat-
ics of taking into account boundary conditions which led to the development of
Hamiltonian mechanics. On the other side, like it or not, most problems of prac-
tical interest consist of finding the extrema of simple functions (mostly linear or
quadratic), subject to a large set of constraints, mostly linear (in)equalities.

In this talk I will consider three different problems and touch superficially a

few others. These problems are: linear programming, the Bayes Perceptron, and
the mixture inference problem. The presentation is mostly geometrical: once a
problem and its ramifications are understood geometrically, it is easy to write it
down in algebraic form, and ultimately, devise appropriate algorithms.

One of the simplest Hamiltonian systems is a free particle moving in a closed

container of given shape. Assuming that the collisions between the particle and
the walls are perfectly elastic, we are led to a bi,lliard. The analysis of all possible
phase space trajectories is exciting physics, the quantization of such systems
even more so. This talk is, however, not about new results concerning dynamic
systems and ergodic theory. Our goal is to use physical knowledge in order to
devise working algorithms for solving effectively difficult problems.

Consider the convex polygon shown in Fig. 1. In general terms, I will deal here
with convex polyhedra living in D-dimensions. Such polyhedra can be defined in
different ways:

1. Give the set of its vertices (here A,B,C,D, and E)

frAt fr7,...rfrE € RD (1)
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Give a set of normal vectors pointing outside the polyhedron
as a set of inequalities:

(na, ns, ebc.)

na:ü ) ba

nsn ) bp

nsn ) bs (2)

npr ) bp

nBr ) bB

ab denotes here the scalar product of vectors a and b.

3. Give a set of linear equations as

Alr:b, z ) 0

Fig.1. A convex polygon

The form (2) is equivalent to form (3) - see below. In low dimensions, we can
easily transform (1) into (2) and vice versa. Since the number of vertices, lines,
facets, etc. grows exponentially with the dimensionality, this transformation be-
comes infeasible in high dimensions. Therefore, the difficulty of the problem we
have to solve depends crucially on the available representation of the convex
polyhedron.

Any point of a convex polyhedron can be expressed as a convex combination
of its l/ vertices, 1g{z)}fl:

N

(3)

where

r:lao4Q)
i=L

-1 and ai)0, 'i:1,...,N

(4)

(5)L"o
i:t
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Note that a polyhedron might have many more vertices than the space di-
mensionality, hence the linear combination (a) is in general not unique. A vertex
of the polyhedron rl has by definition the form ai : 7, aj+i :0, a segment-like

facet is defined by oo + aj : 7, &k+i,j :0, etc.
As exposed here, it might be not clear why this type of problems are corn-

b'inatori,al. In reality, a typical problem looks more like Fig. 2' where we do not
know a priori which of the constraints are stringent and which ones are shadowed

by others.

Fig. 2. A set of redundant linear inequalities

One aspect of the combinatorial problem is to determine the stringent in-
equalities, those which form in our case the faces of the internal polyhedron
(polygon). Once the stringent inequalities and the corresponding polyhedron

has been found, we must find at least one feasi,ble solution, a vector r satisfy-
ing all constraints. The space of all such vectors is called the feasibility space

in mathematical programming or uers'ion space in pattern recognition and Ar-
tificial Intelligence. Another aspect of the combinatorial problem is the shear

number of constraints. Many difficult optimization problems, Iike for instance
the traveling salesman problem, lead to an exponential number of constraints.
An example will be shown below.

In the rest of this talk we will consider three different problems and will
discuss different algorithms to solve them:

1. The linear programming problem
Given a cost vector c with N components, find

mincrn (6)

satisfying the set of M inequalities (3) and r ) 0.

2. The Perceptron Bayes-point problem: find the theoretically best clas-

sifier for a linear classification machines, equivalent to:
Given a set of inequalities (3), compute the center of mass of the polyhedron.
As discussed later, the polyhedron is in this case either open (a polyhedral
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cone) or defined on the intersection of a polyhedral cone with the unit hy-

persphere.
we will also discuss the main problems occurring when kernels are introduced

and the space dimensionality becomes infinite'
3. it. Bayesian inference problern for mixture assignment problern

consider M substances defined through their (normalized) spectral decom-

position. Maximally Iy' spectral lines are considered. A large database of such

substances is built, M > N. Next, the spectrum of an unknown substance is

measured. We are asked to make a scientificaily sound estimate of its origin

in terms of the substances stored in the database'

Define a set of M vertices in N dimensions (the substances in the database)

u"[l"l 110, an additional set of N equalities, and an point acs (the unknown

substance). Hence, 
M

zo:tao1(a) (7)

a:I

with ao ) 0 and DY:ro* = 1. Estimate the marginal probabilities p(oo)' a :
I, . . . ,"M-ouet aifääo*ed convex decompositions Eq' (7)'

while the first problem ask for an extremal solution, like finding the ground

system of system with many d'egrees of freedom in physics' the last two problems

,äqrrir" nrräing optimal soiutions based on posteriori probabilities. I call such

p.äbl"^, statistiiat combinatorial optimization problems, since they require the

io-prrtution of certain averages over the whole feasibility (version) space'

2 Billiards

A. bini,ard,is defined as a closed space region (compact set) 2 € IRN of the

N dimensional vector space. The boundaries of a billiard are piecewise smooth

functions. Within these boundaries a point mass (ball) moves freely, except for

the elastic collisions with the enclosing walis. Hence, the absolute value of the

momentum is preserved and the phase space B : P x sN-f is the direct prod-

".i liä r"a st-t, the surface olthu N-di-ensional unit velocity sphere' Such

asimpleHamiitoniandynamicsdefinesaflowanditsPoincar6mapanauto-
_o.pt ir.rr. The mathemäti.iur* have defined a finely tuned hierarchy of notions

related to such dynamic systems. For instance, simple ergodicity as implied by

the Birkhoff-Hincsin theorem means that the average of any integrable function

definedonthephasespaceoverasinglebutverylongtrajectoryequalsthe
spatial mean) except for a set of zero measure. Furthermore, integrable func-

tions invariant under the dynamics must be constant. From a practical point of

view this means that almost all very long trajectories will cover the phase space

uniformly.
propärties like mixing (Kolmogorov-mixing) are stronger than ergodicity'

They require the flow to"mix uniformly different subsets of 6. In hyperbolic

systems one can go even further and construct Markov partitions defined on

symbolic dynamics and eventually prove related central limit theorems'
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Not all convex billiards are ergodic. Notable exceptions are ellipsoidal bil-
liards, which can be solved by a proper separation ofvariables [1]. Already Jacobi
knew that a trajectory started close to and along the boundaries of an ellipse
cannot reach a central region bounded by the so-called caustics. This simple fact
is seemingly ignored by the many architects building round concert halls.

In addition to billiards which can be solved by a separation of variables,

there are a few other exactly soluble polyhedral billiards [2]. Such solutions are

intimately related to the reflection method - the billiard tiles perfectly the entire
space. A notable example is the equilateral triangle billiard, first solved by Lam6
in 1852. Other examples of such integrable billiards can be obtained by mapping
exactly solubie one dimensional many particle system into a one-particle high-
dimensional billiard [3].

Apart from these exceptions, small perturbations in the form of the billiard
usually destroy integrability and lead to chaotic behavior. For example, the sta-

dium billiard (two half-circles joined by two parallel lines) is ergodic in a strong
sense, the so-called metric entropy is non-vanishing - for definitions and details
see [4]. The dynamics induced by the billiard is hyperbolic if at any point in phase

space there are both expanding (unstable) and shrinking (stable) manifolds. A
famous example is Sinai's reformulation of the Lorentz-gas problem. Deep math-
ematical methods were needed to prove the Kolmogorov-mixing property and in
constructing the Markov partitions for the symbolic dynamics of such systems

t5l.

Fig.3. A trajectory after 500 collisions

The question whether a particular billiard is ergodic or not can be decided in
principle by solving the Schrödinger problem for a free particles trapped in the
billiard-box. If the eigenfunctions corresponding to the high energy modes are

roughly constant, then the billiard is ergodic. Only few general results are known
for such quantum problems. In fact, there are not many theoretical results con-

cerning the ergodic properties of convex polyhedral billiards in high dimensions.

If all angles of the polyhedra are rational, then the billiard is weakly ergodic in
the sense that the velocity direction will reach only rational angles (relative to
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the initial direction). In general, as long as two neighboring trajectories collide
with the same polyhedral faces, their distance will grow only linearly. Once they
are far enough as to collide with different faces of the polyhedron, their distance
will abruptly increase. Hence, except for very special cases with high symmetry,
it seems unlikely that high dimensional convex polyhedra as generated by the
training examples will fail to be ergodic.

In order to illustrate this concept, I show below two pictures: Fig (3) is the
space covered by a trajectory after 500 collisions and one showing (Fig. ( )) only
the collision points. Both the volume and the surface of the polygon are already
well covered by the trajectory.

Billiard N=500

Fig.4. The 500 collisions points

3 Linear Programming

The general linear programming problem is defined as following. Find

^a*cTr
subject to rn1 inequalities of the form

o@+)s --bo*i a+ :7,...,Tn'1

rn2 equalities

and m3 inequalities

a@)r - bo; e. : m7* 1,...,'trL1 I ITr2

(8)

(e)

(10)

o@-)atbo-i e,-:m2*1,...,1r\lrnzlms (11)

Consider the following simple elementary transformations:

oIf a ( bthen als: b; s ) 0. The auxiliaryvariable s is called aslack
variable.
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o If z is arbitrary wrihe r as r: fr+ - t-, where now ra,r- ) 0,

o If a linear equation system has N unknowns but only M < N linearly
independent variables, parameterize the solution in terms of arbitrary N - M
variables.

Using these transformations one can rewrite the general LP format into either
Lhe canonical format with constraints of the form

A.r
r

or into Lhe standard forut:

An: b

r >0

For the geometrical approach the appropriate form
(12). For example, consider the constraints

)r
>0

(t2)
(13 )

(14)

(15 )

the canonical form Eq.

rr+12+rB
I1

fr3

3r2 * 13

<4
<2
<3
<6
>0
>0
>0

(16)

lxy

fr2

fr3

which we will use to illustrate the different algorithms. The corresponding poly-

tope is shown in Fig. (5).
The cost vector c is shown as a dotted line, it could point in either of the two

directions, depending on IMe seek a minimum or a maximum of the linear function
(8). All algorithms described below must start from a feasible point belonging to
the convex hull. There are only three possibilities: either the feasibility (version)

space is empty, the polytope is open and c has its extremum at infinity, or (like
in our case) the solution will be one of the faces of the polytope (most probably
a vertex). However, if the c would point in the -z direction, then the upper
triangle corresponds to the minimal cost.

3.1 The simplex algorithm

The simplex algorithm was developed by Dantzig and implements the following
simple but effective idea: once we have a starting feasible solution (usually a

vertex) one moves from one vertex to the next so that in each step the cost does

not increase. Eventualiy, the optimal vertex or facet is reached. The starting
vertex can be always defined by extending the dimension of the problem (the
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X
2

Fig.5. The polytope defined by the constraints (17). The vector c indicates a possible
cost vector.

number of variables in c) so that all (hyper)planes will pass through the origin,
which is then a good starting point. The first phase of the algorithm tries then
to remove these auxiliary variables by maximizing an "artificial" cost function
c : Dou, frou,'

This type of solution is illustrate in Fig. 6.

In practice, the simplex algorithm runs quite fast (mostly linear in N or M)
but one can construct examples when it has to visit a finite fraction of all ver-
tices, which leads to exponential run times [6]. Since mathematicians are mostly
interested in worst case analysis, the question was whether the LP problem is
worst case solvable in polynomial time (class 2) or not. The breakthrough came
with the work of L.G. Khachian, who published in 1979 the ellipsoid algorithm,
showing that linear programming is in worst case polynomial on N, M, and on
the number of significant digits of the solution vector. For more details, see [6].

3.2 The internal point algorithms

The ellipsoid algorithm was the first among a family of algorithms called inte-
rior point algorithms. While the simplex and dual-primal algorithms move on
the "surface" of the version polytope, the ellipsoid and other algorithms move

"inside" the feasibility space. The ellipsoid algorithm is rather complex but the
main idea is simple: given a polytope, fit to it an ellipsoid so that by cutting
the space with a plane perpendicular to the cost vector the feasibility space is
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Fig. 6. The simplex algorithm moves from vertex to neighboring vertex

roughly halved. In this way, given a desired numerical precision, the optimal
solution will be localized as in bisection in a polynomial number of steps.

The best worst case algorithms known today use the concept of the " analytic
center of a set of inequalities" introduced by Sonnevend [7]. See for instance the
article by Vaidya [17].

3.3 The billiard algorithm - I

Instead of these complex methods let us consider a simpler approach. Each in-
equality defines a hyperplane (halfspace), whose normal points always towards
the "'outside"'ofthe polytope. Let us consider these hyperplanes as made from
a material behaving like a half mirror. Each hyperplane would then reflect spec-

ularly a light ray incident against the normal but lets it pass through when inci-
dent from the other side. If such a ray enters the polytope, it will remain trapped
inside. The most difficult part of the algorithm is the initialization (finding an
interior point), because we do not know a priori if the problem has a solution
at all or if that solution is bounded. However, this difficulty is common to ali
algorithms described here and for "well behaved" problems it is not that difficult
to "shot" a ray into the feasible polytope.

Once this is achieved, we compute the trajectory's collision points and their
cost. Once a collision point gives a better cost, we move a hyperplane whose

normal is antiparallel to the cost vector up to the collision point and restart the
billiard. We measure the projections of the trajectory on the cost vector. The
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algorithm converged when its fluctuations become smaller than the required
precision.

3.4 The billiard algorithm - II

Note that for solving the LP or similar optimization problems we do not really
need an ergodic dynamics. In fact, we would like to ensure that all trajectories
have an attractive sink at the optimum. Therefore, instead of specular reflections
we can bend the reflection angle as much as allowed towards the cost vector. This
strategy is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. The billiard algorithm moves from facet to facet. It starts from the origin and

runs first parallel to the cost vector (here we seek the maximum cost, not the minimum).
When a collision point has a better cost, a large part of the feasibility region will be

cut by a plane whose normal is the cost vector (shown schematically).

3.5 Difficult (integer) linear programming problems

If an addition to the usual conditions one requires that the solution vector ,t is
integer, the problem is called integer linear programming (ILP) and is "A/2-hard'
The naive expectation to solve the problem as it were a normal LP ("relaxed
problem") and then to look for the nearest integer fr car go very wrong) as

ilhrstrated below.
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Fig. 8. The relaxed LP (condition on integer solution removed) and the ILP solutions

can be very far away

One practical solution to this problem is to introdrce cuts, additional in-

equalities reducing the feasibility region but leaving all feasible integer solutions
intact. It is not yet clear how the billiard method could accommodate the in-
troduction of such additional Gomory cuts. We need a clever trick forcing the
trajectory to run only along paths whose normals are Miller indices.

All ,\fP-hard problems are related through polynomial time algorithms. For
example, it is shown below how to formulate the traveling salesman problem as

an ILP problem. Assume we have ,A/ + 1 cities 0, I,2,. . ., N and the intercity
distances lcil.Let the variable trij: if that edge is in the tour and 0 if not'
Then, we require

]\/
. \-amjjrz : Lrrj*oj

i,i:o
rij :{0,1} V?,j

Troi:7 j:0,...,N
i:0

Dr4:t 'i:1,...,N
j=o

(17)

(18)

(1e)

(20)

requiring that only one arc is incident and outbounding from each node. As

formulated above, however, this corresponds to lhe assignmezlt problem' which
allows for disjoint (cycles) subtours. In order to exclude this possibility, consider

all possible decompositions of the tour,9 into two disjoint subsets,,Sr and,9z,

T.P solution
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^9: Sr *,52. For each pair of such cities subsets one must satisfy

rl.j :7 (21)
i€St;i €Sz

From this formulation it becomes clear where the times is needed when trying
to solve exactly the TSP. Of course, there are more economic formulations of
the TSP, leading to mixed (both real and integer variables) LP's [19,20]. These
are the methods used together with a bound and cut strategy to solve exactly
quite large TSP problems (over 20 000 cities).

4 The Bayes Perceptron

As shown in Figure 9, a Perceptron[8] is a network consisting of l/ (binary or
real) inputs ri and a single binary output neuron. The output neuron sums first
all inputs with the corresponding synaptic weights tl4, then performs a threshold
operation according to

In general, the synaptic weights and the threshold can be arbitrary real numbers.
A network where u has only binary components is called a binary Perceptron.
The output unit has binary values o : II and labels the class to which the
input vector belongs. Both the weight vector u : (.t,'ltr2t...,uN) and the
threshoid d shouid be determined from a predefined set of labeled M examples
(the training set).

Our protocol assumes that both the training and test examples are drawn
independently and identically from the distribution P({). The simplest way to
generate such a rule is to define a teacher network with the same structure as

shown in Fig. 9, providing the correct class label o : 17 for each input vector.
Given a set of M examples {€(')}[, , €(o) € ]RN and their corresponding binary
class label 6a : !7, the task of the learning algorithm is to find a studentnetwork
which mimics the teacher by choosing the network parameters such as to classify
correctly the training examples. Eq. (22) implies that the learning task consists
of finding a hyperplane u)n : d separating the positive from the negative labeled
examples:

N

o = si,gn(Dnrur - 0) : si,gn(nu - 0) : a1
i:1

to{(") > 01, oo = !
u€(a) < 02, oB : -l
0t )0) 0z

(22)

(23)

The typical situation is that either none or infinitely many such solution
exist. The vector space whose points are the vectors (to, d) is called the uersion
space and its subspace satisfying Eq. (23) the solution polyhedron.
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In theory, one knows that for a given training set the optimal Bayes decision

[9] impiies an average over all {-, 0} solutions satisfying Eq. (23). Since each

solution is perfectly consistent with the training set, in the absence of any other
a priori knowledge, one must consider them as equally probable. This is not the
case, for instance, in the presence of noise. The best strategy is then to associate
with each point in the version space a Boltzmann weight whose energy is the
squared error function and whose temperature depends on the noise strength

[10].
For examples independently and identically drawn from a constant distribu-

tion (P(() - const) Watkin has shown that in the thermodynamic limit the
single Perceptron corresponding to the the center of mass of the solution poly-
hedron has the same generalization probability as the Bayes-decision [11]. On
the practical side, known learning algorithms like Adaline [12,13] or the maximal
stability (or maximal margin) Perceptron (MSP) [14-16] are not Bayes-optimal.
In fact, if all input vectors have the same length, then the maximal stability Per-
ceptron network corresponds to the center of the largest hypersphere inscribed
into the solution polyhedron.

1=L xi\

"l \ *B *N

Fig.9. The Perceptron as neural network

4.1 The geornetry of Perceptrons

Consider a set of M training examples, consisting of N-dimensional vectors {(')
and their class or, v :1,...,M. Now let us introduce the l/ * l-dimensional
vectors eQ) : (o,1@),-o,) and.W : (rod). In this representation Eq. (23)

becomes equivalent to a standard set of linear inequalities

WqQ)>^>0 (24)
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The parameter A: minplW(Q) is called the stabiti,ty of the linear inequal-
ity system. A bigger / implies a solution which is more robust against small
changes in the example vectors.

The vector space whose points are the examples ((') it lhe erample space. In
this space VZ corresponds to the normal vector of a N f 1 dimensional hyper-
plane. The uersion spaceis the space of the vectors V/. Hence, a given example
vector ( corresponds here to the normal of a hyperplane. The inequalities (24)
define a convex polyhedral cone whose boundary hyperplanes are determined by

the training set {6r"r}M" t' )u:I
How can one use the information contained in the example set for making the

best average prediction on the class label of a new vector drawn from the same

distribution? Each new presented example (('"') .o.r"sponds to a hyperplane
in version space. The direction of its normal is defined up to a o : t1 factor,
the corresponding class.

The best possible decision for the classification of the new example follows
the Bayes scheme: for each new (test) example generate the corresponding hy-
perplane in version space. If this hyperplane does not intersect the solution
polyhedron, consider the normal to be positive when pointing to the part of the
version space containing the solution polyhedron. Hence, all Perceptrons satis-
fying Eq. (24) will classify unanimously the new example. If the hyperplane cuts
the solution polyhedron in two parts, point the normal towards the bigger half.
Therefore, the decision which minimizes the average generalization error is given
by evaluating the average measure of pro vs the average measure of contravotes
of all Perceptrons making no errors on the training set.

The solution polyhedral cone is either open or is defined on the unit N * 1-

dimensional hypersphere (see also Fig. 10b for an illustration).
The practical question is now to find simple approximations for the center of

mass (Bayes point). One possibility is to consider the Perceptron with mari,mal
stabili,ty, defined as following:

or, equivalently, as

Wusp: atglrraxw A; WW :l

u) : arg max- {fu - 02}; turo : 7

(25)

(26)

where d : (01 -t 02) 12 and A : (0t - 0r) 12.The quadratic conditions WW : 7

l-* - 1] are necessary because otherwise one could multiply u.r and 01,2 by a
large number, making 0r - 0z and thus 4 arbitrary large.

Eq. (26) has a very simple geometric interpretation, shown in Fig. 10. Con-
sider the convex hulls of the vectors €(o) belonging to the positive examples
oa : 7 and of those in the negative class {(€), op : -1, respectively. Ac-
cording to Eq. (26), the Perceptron with maximal stability corresponds to the
slab of maximal width one can put between the two convex hulls (the 'maximal
dead zone' [18]). Geometrically, this problem is equivalent (dual) to finding the
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direction of the shortest Iine segment connecting the two convex hulls (the mini-

mal connector problem). Since the dual problem minimizes a quadratic function

subject to linear constraints, it \s a quad,ratic programming problem. By choosing

0 - 0tt0z (dotted line in Fig. 10 ) one obtains the maximal stability Perceptron

(MSP).' 
The direction of tu is determined by at most N * 1 vertices taken from both

convex hulls, called actiue constraints. Fig. 10a shows a simple two dimensional

example, the active constraints are labeled by A, B, and c, respectively. The

version space is three dimensional, as shown in Fig. 10b. The three planes rep-

resent the constraints imposed by the examples A (left plane), B (right plane),

and c (lower plane). The bar points from the origin to the point defined by

the MSi solution. The sphere corresponds to the normalization constraint. If
the example vectors €(') huu" all the same length -4,/, then Eqs' (24, 25) imply

that the dirtur,." between lhe W r,r s p and the hyperplanes corresponding to ac-

tive constraints are all equal to +Pä.AIl other hyperplanes participating in the

polyhedral cone are further away.'Accordingly, the maximal stability Perceptron

.ori"rporrd. to the center ofthe largest circle inscribed into the spherical triangle

defined by the intersection of the unit sphere with the solution polyhedron, the

point where the bar intersects the sphere in Fig' 10b'

li.t;:::

,ax,ii

E
:.lll!!.;.t:i

t,::
xt ?j::

Fig. 10. a) The Perceptron w'ith marimal
polyhed,ron (only the bound'ing eramples A,

stab'ili,ty i,n erample space' b) The solut'ion

B, and, C are shown). See tert for d'eta'ils.

A fast algorithm for computing the minimal connector requiring in average

O(NzM) operations and O(1/2) storage place can be found in [16]'
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4.2 How to play billiard in version space

Each billiard game starts by first placing the ball(s) on the pool. As already
discussed for the LP, this is not a trivial task. In our case, the maximal stabiiity
Perceptron algorithm [16] does it or signals that a solution does not exist. Al-
ternately, one can use the half-rejecting mirror method (see the LP-algorithms)
to find an interior point. The trajectory is initiated by generating at random a
unit direction vector u in version space.

The basic step consists of finding out where - on which hyperplane - the next
collision will take place. The idea is to compute how much time the ball needs

until it eventually hits each one of the M hyperplanes. Given a point 1ry : Qo,0)
in version space and a unit direction vector r.r, Iet us denote the distance along
the hyperplane normal C by d^ and the component of u perpendicular to the
hyperplane by ,n.In this notation the flight time needed to reach this plane is
given by

dn: We
Un: ae

dn

un

(27)

After computing all M flight times, one looks for the smallest positive rnin :
min1,1 r ) 0. The collision will take place on the corresponding hyperplane.
The new point Wt and the new direction '.t' are calculated as

W' :W *Tmint)
't)' -u-2un(

(28)

(2e)

This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 11a. In order to estimate the center of mass

."1

Fig. 11. Bouncing i,n uersion space. a) Eucl'idean b) spherical geometrg.

of the trajectory one has first to normalize both W and W'. By assuming a

constant line density one assigns to the (normalized!) center of the segment
t+- the length of the vector W' - W. This is then added to the actual
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center of mass - as when adding two parallel forces of different lengths. In high
dimensions (l/ > 5), however, the difference between the mass of the full N + 1

dimensional solution polyhedron and the mass of the bounding ly' dimensional
boundaries becomes negligible. Hence, we could as well just record the collision
points, assign them the same mass density, and construct their average.

Note that by continuing the trajectory beyond the first collision plane one

can sample also regions of the solution space where the Vlz makes one, two, etc.
mistakes (the number of mistakes equals the number of crossed boundary planes).

This additional information can be used for taking an optimal decision when the
examples are noisy [10]. This method, which we call the "onion algorithm", has

been shown to be superior to all other ones. This is not surprising, since we have
here some free parameters to adjust on the test set.

Since the polyhedral cone is open, the implementation of this algorithm must
take into account the possibility that the trajectory might escape to infinity. The
minimal flight time becomes then very large, r ) T^or.When this exception is

detected, a new trajectory is started from the maximal stability Perceptron point
in a yet another random direction. Hence, from a practical point of view, the
polyhedral solution cone is closed by a spherical shell with radius r*o* acting
as a special 'scatterer'. This fli,pper procedure is iterated until enough data is
gathered.

If we are class conscious and want to remain in the billiard club, we must do
a bit more. As explained above, the solution polyhedral cone can be closed by
normalizing the version space vectors. The billiard is now defined on a curved
space. However, the same strategy works also here if between subsequent col-
lisions one follows geodesics instead of straight lines. Fig. l1b illustrates the
change in direction for a small time step, leading the the well known geodesic

differential equation on the unit sphere:

W:a
ü :-W

(30)

(31)

The solution of this equation costs additional resources. Actually, the solution
of the differential equation is strictly necessary only when there are no bound-
ing planes on the actual horizon 1. Once one or more boundaries are'visible',
the choice of the shortest flight time can be evaluated directly, since in the two
geometries the flight time is monotonously deformed. Even so, the flipper pro-
cedure is obviously faster.

Both variants deliver interesting additional informations, like the mean es-

cape time of a trajectory or the number of times a given border plane (example)
has been bounced upon. The collision frequency classifi.es the training examples
according to their 'surface' area in the solution polyhedron - a good measure of
their relative'importance'.

Note that billiard algorithm has been successfully generalized to kernel classi-
fiers [22] by us and others. Kernel classifiers perform impli,citly a nonlinear trans-
t A*""rttrS ltght travels along Euclidean straight lines
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formation from r -+ 1D(r), where the 0 are highly or infinitely dimensional vec-

tors. In order to generalize the learning method described above to kernels, one

must rewrite the algorithm in terms of dot-products of the form qii : g(')6(i). y
this is possible, one makes the substitution qii <- @(€(t))dt(€til) : k((('),6U);,
where,k(z,gr) is a (positive definite) Mercer-kernei. The output function of the
Perceptron becomes now an operator:

un:Daok(r,{@))

where the a index runs over all examples which contributed to the Bayes point
I-D.

The interesting fact about the kernel classifiers is that although the dimension
where the separation might be infinite (if the kernel is a Gauss function, for
example) their estimated error is bounded (in the case of errorless learning) by

O(RlA), where -R is the radius of the smallest circumscribed circle around all
examples and / is the distance between the two convex hulls of actiue positive

and negative examples. More details, results and performance tests can be find
in 121,22)

5 Bayesian inference for the mixture assignment problem

This problem was originally considered by Prof. Brumsack ai ICBM in Old-

enburg for identifying sources of industrial air pollution. It can be generally

formulated as following: assume we create a database containing M substances

generated by different processes. For example, these substances are particles

polluting the air, produced by different industrial processes. Each substance is

analyzed with a mass spectrograph and leads to a (discrete) set of normalized

spectrograms containing ly' lines each. Hence, each substance is a vector

, t(o) - /a(a) r(o)\
NJ s -\ql '"''tN./

(33)

normalized as DY, €:') : 1, for all e : 1,..., M.
Now we are faced with an unknown substance (particle) and its spectrogram,

n: (rt,...,rN). We are asked to estimate using the database how iikely it is

that this particle was produced by a particular process (or industrial plant).
One way to proceed is to compute the minimal distance between the convex

hull of "'example"' substances in our catalog and r.If this distance is positive

(larger than, say, epsilon) we can uniquely identify a point belonging to the

convex hull of the catalog examples. As explained in the case of a Perceptron,

the shortest distance between this point and the database convex hull results in
a unique convex combination of the form

(32)

(34)*:Dao|@)

Here, we can interpret oo as the probability that substance a contributed
to the pollution. If our catalog is complete, however, the unknown substance
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will lie inside the database CH, in which case the minimal distance to convex

hull is zero and the convex combination Eq. (3a) is not unique. Assuming this is
the most frequent case, the interesting question is to rank the possible catalog
substances as possible "sources" of the "mixture" z. It is not hard to see why
this problem is important (especially in culinary art!) but also why it is very
difficult to make scientific statements about it.

First let us remark that due to mass conservation

M

Do.el"):*o 'i:7,...,N
a=l

and that the coefficients o are convex:

1; ao) 0 (36)

We are interested in the joint distribution P(ot, . . . , anr).It seems very diffi-
cult to solve that task. For Bayesian classification it might be enough to estimate
the marginal probabiliti es pt - P (ot) . This we can do by considering the version
space of o points. If M > N + 1, we eliminate the equality constraints and play

billiard in the remaining M - ,A/ - 1 dimensional space, accumulating statistics
from the collision points. That allows us to build a histogram approach to p; and

estimate the average, the most probable value, and the variance of ai.I mention
this problem here because it is a very interesting one from both a theoretical and

a practical point of view. Also, a lot of questions are open, for example, how to
take into account correctly a priori probabilities of finding cataloged substances.

Conclusions

Although the billiard method is in practice slower than other methods, like
simplex or the primal-dual implementation I developed for finding the maximal
margin Perceptron 116], it has some evident advantages

r It is fully parallelizable, since we can gather data from two or more billiard
trajectories running in parallel,

o Is conceptually simple to understand and to program, hence it can be easily

adapted to special situations,
o It provides a powerful method of sampling (posterior) probability distribu-

tions for many optimization problems. This is illustrated by the Bayesian

inference problem for mixture assignment, a kind of inverse diet-problem.

With computing power becoming an Aldi commodity, it is not hard to see

that statistical (or Bayesian, if you wish) combinatorial optimization problems
will be solved routinely on PC's or even handheld devices. Although the above
considerations might seem to you rather academic, such algorithms can solve
surprisingly well real life problems. I have no doubt that they will become the
core of a new era in information technology.

(35)

M

I,o :
a:1
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